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We develop an optimal asset allocatlon model for the accumulation phase of a defined- 
contribution pension plan in the presence of non-hedgeable salary risk. The model 
considers a policyholder who each penod, r. contributes a constant proportlon. rc. of his 

salary, S(I), to a personal pension fund, W(r). At the time of retirement, T. the fund IS 

converted into an annuity paying W( T)/cr( T) each penod, where u( 7‘) IS the prevailing 
annuity rate at the time of retirement. 

A general one-factor diffusion model IS used for the nsk-free rate of Interest, and this 
under-pins returns on n risky assets. 

We focus attention on the replacement ratio achieved under a particular scheme: that 
IS, W(T)/(u(T)S(T)), the pension at the time of retirement divided by the final salary 

at retirement. The success of any asset-allocation strategy is measured usmg a terminal 
utlllty function that depends on the replacement ratio, or, more generally, on W(T) and 
the nsk-free rate of interest, v(T), at T. The problem considered IS how should we 

Invest in order to maximlse expected terminal utility. 

For the general model including non-hedgeable salary risk, we find that it is optimal to 
invest in a combination of three portfolios: 

A: 17~ : the minimum-risk portfolio measured relative to S(r); 

B: p/j : the mimmum-risk portfolio measured relative to .S(t)a(r); 

C: [I(‘ : a more risky portfolio which is efficient when we measure risk and return 
relative to both S(r) and S(r)/a(r). 

We show that these three portfolios do not depend upon the presence of non-hedgeable 
salary nsh. although the precise rnly of the three portfolios may do so. 

We consider the power terminal utility function and find that expected future utility can 
only be of similar form if salary risk is entirely hedgeable using the available assets 

(that is, the minimum-risk portfolio A is, in fact, zero risk). in this event, we show that 
the proportion of the fund (counting the present value of unpaid future contributions 

as part of the fund’s assets) invested in the risky portfolio C remains constant. The 
remaining assets shift gradually from portfolio A to portfolio B in an attempt to match 
partially the pension liability. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper examines optimal investment strategies for defined-contribution pension 
plans. We will focus on the replacement ratio as the central quantity of interest: that is, 
the pension at the time of retirement divided by the final salary at retirement. Related 
work (Blake, Cairns & Dowd, 1999) has concentrated on the evaluation of the value- 
at-risk for the replacement ratio with various confidence levels. Here we suppose that 
the policyholder has a specific terminal utility function which quantifies the value, to 
the policyholder, of different replacement ratios relative to one another. What, then, is 
the asset-allocation strategy over the accumulation phase of the plan that will maxmise 
the expected utility at the time of retirement? 

A similar question has been posed recently by Boulier ef nl. (1999) and Deelstra er (11. 
( 1999). These authors considered a problem which involved: 

l Vasicek and Cox-Ingersoll-Ross interest-rate models respectively; 

l three assets (cash, a bond and equities); 

l (ultimately) deterministic contribution rates; 

l a guaranteed minimum benefit at retirement; 

l termmal utility measured as power function of surplus US/L over the guarantee. 

Here we consider a problem without a guaranteed minimum benetit, but generalise the 
above models in other ways: 

l a general one-factor interest rate model; 

l cash plus n risky assets; 

l random salury gi-owth with a non-hedgeable element; 

l utility as a function of the replacement ratio at retirement. 

In particular, we have chosen the dependence on the replacement ratio to reflect the 
view that, in the normal course of events, the policyholder’s personal pension fund, 
W(t), will be converted into an annuity at retirement rather than taken in cash. In reality, 
the true picture may lie somewhere in between the two situations and this may depend 
upon national regulations. Thus policyholders may receive, at the time of retirement. a 
mixture of annuity and cash, with an element of discretion over the amount of cash and 
in the type of annuity purchased. 
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We find that the dependence of the terminal utility function upon the replacement ratio 
results in an optimal asset allocation strategy that is similar in some respects to previous 
work, but also qualitatively differs in other respects. 

It is easiest to characterise the problem in discrete time. Time runs from I = 0 to I = T. 
Assume that all the dynamic processes in the model are Markov. Thus, if we wish to 
make forecasts about the future then it is sufficient that we know the current state of 
the world and not also its history. We will also consider asset-allocation strategies that 
are Markov. They may be stochastic or determimstic. Stochastic strategies may, for 
example, depend upon the current size of the policyholder’s fund, his salary plus other 
economic variables. 

For such a problem, stochastic dynamic programming provides the appropriate frame- 
work for finding an optimal solution (for example, see Whittle, 1982). This approach 
(based upon the Bellman principle) tells us that we can solve the opttmisation problem 
by starting at time T and working backwards recursively. At each time, t, we consider 
expected utility one timestep ahead and choose the optimal asset allocation strategy that 
will apply from t to r + 1 by maximising this value. This gives us the expected utility 
at T starting from t. We then move back to t - 1 and repeat the process. In general, this 
is a very intensive computational problem. We therefore look for methods and results 
that help to reduce the amount of computing time required. 

In Section 2. of the paper, we introduce a continuous-time version of the model that 
drives the dynamics of the personal pension fund and determines the amount of pension 
purchased at rettrement. In Section 3 we specify the optimisation problem and derive 
some general results. Finally in Section 4 we consider the special case of a power utility 
function and derive some more specific solutions for the problem. 

2 A continuous-time model for DC pension plans 

In this section we develop a simple model in continuous time. This allows us to derive 
analytically certain results that could only be derived with difficulty in more complex 
models. Furthermore, numerical solutions to the problems in more complex models 
can be accelerated using the analytical solution derived here as a starting point. 

2.1 Risk-free interest rate 

We WIII consider relatively simple diffusion models for the risk-free interest rate, r(r), 
which depend upon one factor or source of randomness. The stochastic differential 
equation for r(z) IS then: 

cfrjt) = p,.(r(r))dr i- o,(r(r))dZ, (I) 
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for suitable functions p,.(r) and o,(r) (Baxter & Renme, 1996). Z,(t) is a standard 
Browman motion under the real-world measure P. 

In places we will consider the more specific Vasicek model: 

dr(t) = a,(~, - r(r))& + o,dZl (f) 

(Vasicek, 1977, or, for example, Duffie, 1996). In this case, p,(r) = a,(~, - r) and 
o,.(rj2 = 0:. 

2.2 Asset returns 

Assume we have n + 1 assets. One unit of asset i with reinvestment of gross income 
has value X,(r) at time I. 

Asset 0 is a risk-free account (or cash for short) satisfying: 

dXo(t) = r(r)Xg(t)dr 

Assets 1 to II are risky and are governed by the following stochasttc differential equa- 
ttons: 

dXj(t) =X,(r) 
( 

(r(f) +hj)dr + i o;,dZ,(r) 

) 

fori= l,...,n 
/=I 

where Z(t) = (2, (t), .2,,(r))’ is standard n-dimensional Brownian motion (under 
the real-world probability measure P), ii, is the risk premium on asset i and or, IS the 
volatility of asset i with respect to changes in Z,(r). 

Let C be the matrtx (o,,){‘,=, (whtch we assume IS non-stngular) and h = (ht.. .h,,)‘, 
and define p = C-‘h. Then p, is the nurkerpric~e oj’risk assoctated wtth the source of 
risk (lZ,(r): that is, p, is the expected excess return per unit of risk from source j. More 
generally the Olj and the pi could be functtons of time and possibly also stochasttc. 

Consider the Vasicek model. Assume asset 1 is a bond account which rolls over zero- 
coupon bonds with ‘c years to matunty. The price at time r of such bonds per unit 
nominal is: 

P(r.r +T) = exp(A(z) - B(~)u(t)) 
1 - e-G5 

where B(t) = ~ 
G 

(2.2. I) 

A(z) = (B(T) -T) 
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The volatility of asset 1 (in effect a tradeable index rather than a conventional asset) is 
crt r = --(T,( I -exp(-u,T))/u,- with oi, = 0 for all j > I. 

It is well known that the prices of bonds rise when r(r) falls. If we assume that o,(r) < 0 
in the general model, it follows that excess expected returns on cash can only arise if 
p, is greater than than zero. (If o,.(r) was positive then pt would need to be negative in 
order to deliver a positive nsk premium on bonds.) If we consider the Vasicek model, 
this means that ii, (the mean reversion level under the risk-neutral measure Q) is greater 
than pr (the mean reversion level under the real-world measure P), 

Where we are considering a more general model for r(t) we can choose a portfolio 
which inves!s at time f in zero-coupon bonds with varying terms, 7, to matunty. The 
maturities chosen will depend upon r(r). If the model permits, ~(‘(2)) can be chosen 
to ensure that the volatility of the bond portfolio remains constant over time. With a 
constant market price of risk, p,, this ensures that the risk premium on (the synthesized) 
asset 1 remains constant. 

2.3 Salaries 

Let the policy holder’s salary, S(f). follow the simple model: 

qt) = S(r) [(r(r) +p,(t))dr+v,clZ,(r) +o:dZ(t)] 

where p,(r) is some deterministic function and cr, allows us to model any links between 
salary growth and returns on some of the assets. In contrast, the term v,dZ,(r) (where 
Z,(t) is a standard Brownian motion independent of Z(r)) allows us to incorporate non- 
hedgeable salary nsks. 

Consequently, we can write3: 

S(l) = S(O)exp 
[ 
Jo’(r(~)+~,js)jds- iv$- ~o:cs,r+v,Z~(t)+d,Z(f) 

I 
(X.1) 

Now Z(r) is an n-dimensional Brownian motion under the real-world measure P. Let 
Z,(r) = Z,(r) + p,r. Under the t-isk-neutral measure Q. where all risky assets have the 
same expected rate of return as cash, Z(r) is an ir-dimensional Browman motion. As- 
sume that ZS(r) is also a Brownian motion under Q. Then we can write: 

S(r) =S(O)exp /‘(r(~)+p~(s))ds- iv: - ~o$,i -0i.p +vsZs(t) +cQ.(r) 
[ 0 1 

“An understandlnp of the solution to equation (2.3.1) can be galned from Bksendal (1998). In partc 
ular, the solution can be veritied by applying Ito’s formula. 
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iEy[exp(-~r(rjdr)Stt)j =S(o)exp~~u,(~jdu-o:pr] (23.2) 

We will refer back to this equation later tn this section. 

The inclusion of a deterministic, time-dependent adjustment to the growth rate, ,u,(t), 
allows us to incorporate age-dependent salary growth. For example, it is well known 
that salaries grow faster at younger ages, implying that p,(t) should be a decreasing 
function of time. 

2.4 Pension fund 

Let W (t ) be the value of the pension fund at time t. Then: 

dW(t) = W(t) [(r(f) +p(?)‘h)dt+p(t)‘CdZ(t)] +nS(f)dt 

where p(r) = (pt (f), . p,,(t))’ is the vector of proportions of the fund invested in each 
of the risky assets and x IS the contributton rate (a fixed proportion of salary). 

Let Y(r) = w(r)/S(r). Then we can write: 

c/r(r) = h~(t.p.Y.r)dt+.s,,.(t.p.Y.r)dZ”“(t)+.s,,(f.p.Y.r)rlZ’(t) 

dY(r) = b~(r,p,Y.r)rlt+.~,~(f.p.Y,r)dZ(‘)(t)+s,,~(t.p.Y,r)dZ~(r) 

where Z”!(r) and.@)(r) are independent and identically distributed, standard I-dtmenstonal 
Brownianmotions. Z(‘)(r)=Zt(f)andZ(‘)(r)dependsuponZ~(f).... -Z,,(r) andZ,(r), 

br(t, PlY. y) = 
(in general) 
(Vasicek model) 

h(t,p.y.r) = ~+(p’C(p~o,)-~l,(t)+v~+o:o,)), 

o,,(t.p,y, rJ2 = 
O,(r)? (in general) 
(+ 

I (Vasicek model) 

0,-v(t,p.y.r)2 = 0 

&t,p,v,r)’ = (P’DIP-~P’CI~.,I +c$,)y2 = (p’Ci -o,,)“y’ 

O,,(f.p.y,r)’ = (4 + c&J,2 + P’D2P - TP’Y,,) y2 

= (“i + (Gp - O@)‘(GP - c+ 
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Gsl = (GA)1 
0.2 = (((J,)?.... .((5,),,)’ 

D = CC’ 
= instantaneous covariance matrix for assets 

Dl = c,cl, 
D2 = C2C; 

Y, = co, 
= vector of covariances between assets and salary 

Ysl = CIGsl 

Yr2 = c2(3,2. with ‘I, = xl + YS 

Let us, in addition, write et = (l,O,. ,O)‘. Then we have Ct = ii and C’, D-‘Ci = 
u’,C’D-‘Ce, = 1. 

The instantaneous covariance matrix for (r(t).Y(r))’ is 

where 

Cl,,- = G,(ry 

nr, = Nyr 

= (P’C, - o,lor(r))Y 

a?, = (v,z + c+, + p’Dp - 2p’CoJy’ 

= (“f + (C/p - Gx)f(crp - 0,))y’ 

2.5 Annuity purchase 

We assume that at the time of retirement, T, the accumulated fund will be used to 
purchase an immediate level annuity at a price of u( T, r(T)) per unit of pension. If the 
retiree IS aged X, then the fair value of L((T, r(T)) will be: 

I 

.m 
4T. r(T)) = P( T. T + s) sp,tls o 
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where s~,r is the survival function (under measure Q) of the retiree given survival to age 
X. (Thus u(t, r(r)) is a function of r(r) only.) 

As a proxy for this we will, in some cases (see Section 4) approxtmate ~1 (T. r(T)) by: 

eu-br\ r) (2.5.1) 

where the constants a and b are chosen to ensure the best approximation to a(T, r(T)) 
over the central range of r(T) (say, the mean of r(T) plus or minus two standard devi- 
ations). The constants may be determined more precisely by, for example, minimising 

E 
i( 

u(T.r(T)) - e”-br(T) ’ )I over ~1 and 6. This is similar to duration matching al- 
though here it is done in a less precise manner (that is, we find a constant match whtch IS 
approxtmately correct most of the ume rather than a varymg match whtch IS correct all 
of the ttme). Affine term-structure models (for example, the Vastcek and Cox-Ingersoll- 
Ross models) have zero-coupon prices which are equal to exp[A(l/) - B(tf)r(T)] TOI 

some functions A(d) and B(d) (for example, see equation 22.1). This means that the 
approximation (25.1) is equivalent to having a constant holding in zero-coupon bonds 
with a particular fixed term d to maturity: n is chosen to ensure that B(cl) = 6. 

3 Terminal utility and optimal asset allocation 

3.1 Terminal utility 

Suppose that we have some terminal utility K(Y(T),r(T)). Let: 

J(r,y,r)(p) = ElW(TLr(T)) I Y(r) =xr(f) = r,p(s.y(s).r(s))] 

and let @(t.y.r) = supJ(t.v.r)(p) 
P 

be the optimal value functton 

3.2 Optimal asset allocation 

The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (hereafter referred to as the Bellman equation) 
for this problem (for example, see Fleming & Rishel, 1975, Merton, 1992, Bksendal, 
1998) is: 

where b, = b,(t,y, r, p) etc. and I$,, o,, are first and second partial denvattves of @(r,y, r) 
with respect to r and toy and r, respecttvely erc. 
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Thus we have: 

+; v,’ + o(o, + P’Dp - 2p’Cq y’q~,,,, 
A > 

= 0 

whet-e&(r) =p,(t) -v: -CY{CY,. 

Proposition 3.2.1 

Thr optirnul asset dlocation strutrgy takes the form: 

p*(t,y,r) = D-’ co, -C(p-o,)-$ -C,Qr)$ 
( yv Yi > 

C’ ’ 
( 

$1 4% = o,-(p-G,)--e~or(r)-- 
.@r, ?iQ!‘r 1 

(32.2) 

Proof 

we differentiate the expression { .} in (3.2. I) with respect to p and equate to zero. Thus: 

YWJ - C&)4$ + (DP - C%)Y’& +Celor(r)y4+, = 0 

Solving for p the result follows. 

0 

Let us consider the interpretation of the three portfolios, C’-‘o,, C’-‘(p - 0,) and 
C’-‘elo,(r), in equation (32.2). 

Suppose that x = 0. The instantaneous variance of dY(t)/Y(t) is V(P) = V: +@, + 
P’Dp - ?p’Co, and the expected rate of grov;th is m(p) = p’C(p - a,) -&(I). 

First, let us minimise 11(p) over p 

+2Dp-X’o, = 0 

*p-(oJ = D-‘Co, = C’-‘0, = p>\ 

- 4PA) = ‘~A 
= o’c-lD-lcl-’ 

(P - 6) -i%(t) 
= &OS) -/r+(t) 
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Now mtnimise v(p) over p subject to m(p) = m. 

Let L(p.v) = t)(p) +B(n7(p) -m). 

= 0 

G’P*(nl-mA) = c’-‘[o,-~(P-~JI 

l3L 

av 
= 2(m(p) - 111) 

= 0 

=+ [Co,-y~C(p-o,)]‘D-‘C(p-o,)-fi,(r)-nz = 0 

‘W = wb) 
nlA - nl 

= k-Os)‘(P-0,) 

The important point to note is that the optimal portfolio p*(m - mu) is a weighted av- 
erage of the minimum-vartance portfolio p = C’-’ crs (with weight 1 + w) and another 
efficient portfolio pc = C’-‘p (with weight -w). 

Now consider V(r) = Y(f)/~(r.r(t)) w h ere a(r, r(r)) is the price at f of an immediate 
level annuity. Since u(f,~(f)) is a function of Y(I) only, we can write da(t,r(f)) as 

u(r,r(t)) [ - d,(r)dr(r) + ;c,(r-)(dr(r)jq, where cl,(r) is the duration of the annutty 

function: 

I thi/.r-) 
d,,(r) = -~~ 

u(r.r) 3r 

and C,,(Y) = 
1 a’tr(r. r) 

a(r.r)ar’ 

Then: 

clV(rj = V(r) 
i 

(p’C(p - (5,) -p,(t)) Lff -v&,(t) + (p’c - c$)rfZ(t) 

+ 
( 

da(r)‘- it.(r) c5r(r)‘dt+do(r)a,(r) (p’Cel -0,l)dl 
> 1 

g V(r) (m(p. r)dt + \mr)di) 
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where z(r) is a Brownian motion, g means ‘rquivalerzr in distributim’, 

Np.r) = P’C(p-(J,)-~,(r)+(I,(Y)~,(Y)+CI,(Y)(P’Ce, -o,I)o,-ir) 

and v(p, r) = v,2 + a$, + p’Dp -. ?.JCo, + 2d,(r)p’Ce, or(r) 

-W~,(r)cb~o,(r) +d,(r)‘or(r)’ 

First, mtnimise v(p. r) over p: 

* 2Dp-X0, +2rl,,(r)o,(r)Cr1 =0 

‘P = D-‘(Co, -cf‘,(r)o,(r)cel) 

z C’-’ (OS - da(r)CFr(r)ef) 

= pe 

Note that pi = PA if l&(r) = 0 (that is, if we are funding for cash). Let trzg’ = m(p~.r). 
Next, minimrse v(p, r) over p subject to nzjp, r) = nz. Let ps(tn -me) be the optimal p 
ior thus problem. Let L(p, y) = v(p. Y) + Zy~(m(p, r) - tn). 

Then: 

JL 

ap 
= 2Dp-2C03+2cf,(r)o,(r)Cel+2yC(p-o,+d,(r)o,(r)Cel) =0 

*p = C’-’ (0, - 4(rb,(rh - vv(P - 0.) +d,(r)o,(r)el 1) 

= (I +v)C’-‘(0, -tkl(r)o,(r)rl) -WC’-‘p 

= (1 +w)PB-~P~~ 
Jr. 

aw = O 
m/j - tn 

‘yJ = 
(p-a,+~f,(r)o,(r)el)‘(P-o, +rl,(r)o,(rkl) 

As before we see that the optimal asset allocation strategy, p~(tt~ - ITS, Y) is a weighted 
average of the minimum variance portfolio pi and the more risky, but efficient, portfolio 
PC- 
Let us refer back to equation (3.2.2) which gave the optimal asset allocation strategy 
for the dynamic optimisation problem: 

p(t,y, r) = Cl-’ 
i 

0, - @-ox)& - .,I&$ 
YY Yl > 
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We now see that this can be written in the form: 

The three portfolios PA, pi and p(- correspond to the three portfolios described below: 

A: P’A (with PAO = I - Cy,t p,r,), the minimum-risk portfolio measured relatrve to 
S(t); 

B: PS (with PBO = 1 - Cy=t ps,), the minimum-risk portfolio measured relattve to 
S(t)u(r); 

C: PC‘ (with pco = 1 - Cy=t PC,). a more risky portfolio which is efficient when we 
measure risk and return relative to both S(r) and Sjr)/~(t). 

Within each of the three portfolios the proportion invested in each of the 12 + I assets 
remains constant over time. However, the proportion of the fund as a whole invested 
In each of the three portfolios (that is, (e,(t,v,r).ee(t.v.r)~e~(~,~,r))) does vary over 
ttme and dependrng upon r(r) according to the equattons (3.23). 

Remark 3.2.2 

We can see thut the term @- is eqd to the reciprocal of the degree oj’ relative risk 
aversion. 

As a consequence we note two points. Ftrst, stnce relattve nsk averston is posttrve 
(but possibly dependent upon t and y) the Investment in portfolio C is necessarily posi- 
tive. Second, if relative risk aversion is constant, tt will be opttmal to invest a constant 
proportion in the risky portfolio C’-‘p over time. 
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Remark 3.2.3 

Note thut the three portjblios p,i = C’- ‘o,, I)R = C’ ’ ((T, - d,,( r)o,( r)el ) und pc = 
C’- ’ p, do not depend 1rpo11 the level ~~tlo~l-llr(l,~rclblr xtluty risk. v,. Howr~r; the 
prec’ise mix mq depend ~fpori v, tlirwgh itb c$kc.t u/t @it 1 r). 

Section 4 below develops this remark further. 

Corollary 3.2.4 

S~cppose that c$( T. y, r) = K (~>/a( T. r)): thut is, the terminal rttility is u fLmcrion of‘ the 
pension as a proportion offinal salary (replacement ratio) uchirved ut time T. 

Then 0~ (T, y, r) = 0 for all y, r. 

Proof: 

At t = T. we find that: 

It is then straightforward to confirm that ‘3~ = 0. 

0 

This means that, as we approach retirement, we reduce to zero the proportion of the 
personal pension fund invested in portfolio A. In general, though, before the retirement 
date part of the fund will be invested in portfolio A. The exception to this result occurs 
II we are funding for cash. Then tlir( r) = 0 for all r and portfohos A and B are Identical. 

Conjecture 3.2.5 

As T - t tends tu injnity 6s(t ,y. r) tends to zero. 

We make this conjecture on the following basis. The further we are from retirement 
the less able are we to predict what interest rates will be at the time of retirement. This 
means that Q, and Q,,. are likely to tend to 0 as T - t increases. This result is illustrated 
in the case of the Vasicek model developed in Section 4.3. 

Let us return now to the solution of the Bellman equation (32.1). Inserting the solution 
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for p* given in equation (3.22) we get: 

Corollary 3.2.6 

The optimul value function is ,firlly determined by p, or, n, iis( p,.(r), (s,(r) and 
K(y. Y). 

Remark 3.2.7 

In particulaK this means that once the market price of risk, p, has been specified, the 
optirnui vulue function, 0, is not affected by the choice qf assets used (provided C is 
nowsingular). 

For example, there is no advantage to using bonds of one duration over another. Simi- 
larly. there would be no advantage to investment in equity derivatives over the underly- 
ing stocks. However. consider equation (3.22) for 

p’(t.y.r) = of! PA + 0HPR + QCP( 
z C’m’(fl~~,+O~(~, -d,,(r)o,(r)rl +Oc.p) 

Now 0~, 8~ and 8~ are functions only of 4, and its various partial derivatives and of the 
form of the annuity function a(T. r(T)). It follows that p*(t,y, r) will depend upon the 
individual assets available through the volatility matrix C (since the dynamics of these 
assets are governed by r(r), p and C only). 

Let us now introduce an arbitrary deterministic function E(t) which will be defined later. 
For the sake of brevity, in the equations which follow, we will take E to mean E(t), ,ii, to 
mean j?,(r) and so on wherever this is convenient to do so. Expanding equation (32.4) 
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and dlvlding thts by (v+E)‘Q,, gives: 

9, 
(Ji+ E)2@yy 

4 Special case: power utility 

Let us consider now the special case of the power uttlity function (which assumes con- 
stant relative risk aversion): 

for p.y < 0. If we assume that the annuity price (I can be well approximated by ke-*r 
for some constant cl > 0. then it is natural to take y = pd. 

4.1 A possible solution 

Let us investigate the posslblhty of a solution of the form: 

Q(T,y>r) = 6(f) (y + E(t))“” eY”j’ 

for some deterministic functions 6(r), c(t), b(r) and y(r). 

(4.1.1) 
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In the followmg equations we use the abbreviated forms e for&(t), E’ for do/& and 

so on. where appropriate, for compactness. Differentiating @(r.y v) we get: 

sp(v + p2 
t$(p- I)(y+E)8-‘,y’- 

Sy(y + E)W 

t$y(y + &)“- ’ eyr 

Sy2[v+t.)“eY’ 

6’(?;-tE)~ey’+ii~~(~+E)~rY’+~~E’(~+F)IJ-’~y’ 

+P’iog(~+&)G(~+E)BrY’ 

I 

We Insert these expresslons Into equation (3.2.5j and equate the resulting terms In 

lo&v+ E), I/(y + E) and so on to zero. 

Equating terms in log(y + F) to zero: 

=-s p’(r) = 0 

*P(r) = pforallr 

Equating terms in 1 /(y + E)~ to zero: 

1 
=+“,2 = 0 

2 
orE(f) = Oforall t 

Equating terms in I/(J + E) to zero: 

(4.12) 

(4.1.3) 

=+ E’(f) +K+&(t)E(f) - O:(p - (J,)&(f) -d ,elO,-(r)y(t)&(f) = 0 forall t, r 

(1.1.4) 
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Equattng terms independent of y to zero: 

B -- -(P-~,)‘elcr,(r)Yir)p_ l 2 r ‘0 (r)‘y(t)’ &=o 

(4.15) 

As wtth equation (4. I .4), equation (4. I S) must hold for all f and r 

We see from equation (4.1.4) that the proposed solution t?(r) = 0 tn equation (4.1.3) can 
only be achieved if rt = 0. Since we assume 7c > 0. a solutton compatible wtth power 

utthty requires salary risk to be perfectly hedgeable, that IS, v, = 0. 

The requirement that TC = 0 or v, = 0 is apparently quite restrictive. In reality V, will be 
non-zero. However, typtcally it will be quote small meamng that the solution which may 

have to be found using numerical methods ought to be similar in form to the case where 
v, = 0 (the exception being close to the boundary y = --E(Z)). We have not attempted 
here to consider how accurate this approximation might be. 

We now present two examples where equations (4.1.4) and (4.1.5) can be satisfied for 

certatn functions y[r), I and 6(r). 

4.2 Funding for cash 

Assume that y(r) = 0 and v, = 0 for all I: that is, we are funding for cash as a proportion 
of final salary at time T rather than an annuity, and salary risk is hedgeable. 

Then equations (4.1.4) and (4.1 S) become: 

E’(f)+TL+&jl)E(I) -<,(P-o,)&(f) = 0 (4.2. I ) 

with boundary condttions: 

Aa = -~(P~~,/i(P-siP:(P-l)+Bo:(p-a,; 

and At = 4(P-0,) 
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The solutions to equations (42.1) to (42.4) are then: 

Referrrng back toequation (232)andrecalling thatj&(r) =p,(r) -vz -(T{cJ, =,L+(I) - 
oio,, It is strarghtforward to see that: 

(42.7) 

where Q is the risk-neutral measure. Thus, I is equal to the economic value (or 
present value) of the future contributions as a proportion of today’s salary”. Economic 
value here has a precise meaning, since we usume that the market is complete and that 

future salaries are hedgeable (that is, v, = 0 and Q is unique). 

We note the following: 

l The optimal value function is independent of the form of the model for the risk- 
free rate of interest: that is, of p,.(r) and o,(r). (This, though, depends upon the 

particular model for .S(t) used here.) 

l The optimal allocatton IS: 

p*(t.y.r).~ = c’-‘(o,l’-(P-o,)(v+E(t))/(B- 1)) 

= (42.8) 

Thus we undertake the following investment strategy: 

l Ftrst, we short sell portfolio A up to the value &(t), as indicated in equation 

(42.8). This part of the fund therefore has value -E([) at ttme t. 

l Thts leaves us with an amount equal to J’+ E(I) for investment (whtch we will 

call the surplus). Again by reference to equation (4.1.8) we see that a proportion 
l/( 1 - fi) of this surplus is invested in the risky portfolio C, while the remainder 
(a proportion (-fi)/( 1 - fi)) is invested in portfolio A. 

Note that the proportions of the surplus invested m each portfolio do not depend 
upon the amount of surplus, nor do they vary over time or depend upon r(t). 

‘This 1s related to some results by Karutzns. Lehoczky & Shrew (1987), Bouliel- a cl/. (1999) and 
De&ma er crl. (1999). 
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The third portfoho ps plays no part in this strategy as we are funding for cash rather 

than an annuity. 

This optimal asset allocation strategy generalises, m some respects, that derived b) 
Deelstra rr ~1. (1999), who considered a specitic model for r(l), the Cox, Ingersoll & 
Ross (198.5) model (that IS, p,(r) = CX,(,U, - r) and o,-(r) = (5, “4). With three assets 

(cash, bond and stock), they find that the prnportion invested in stock remains constant 
over time, while the proportions invested in the bond and cash vary over time. This 
result is not directly comparable with the present result for two reasons. First, Deelstra 

PI al. (1999) use a bond with a fixed maturity date whereas here asset 1 is a bond index 

with constant volatility. Second, they consider a different (deterministic) model for 
salary growth. 

The combination here of the form of the salary model, the asset model and with funding 
for cash means that the problem essentially reverts to that examined in Merton (1990). 

4.3 Special case: Vasicek model for r(t) 

Let us now assume that we are using the Vasicek model for interest rates and that 

y( 7’) = y < 0. Thus p,(r) = a,(,~, - r) and o,(r) = (T,.. We also assume that vf = 0 as 
In equutlon (4.1 .I). 

Let us now solve equations (4.1.4) and (4.13). Equation (4. I .5) becomes: 

Equating terms in r to zero: 
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-w(~-IO + &,e-%(7‘-Jt) ,ju. Combining this with - > 
6(T) = l/o gives us the solution: 

Now let us consider equation (4.1.4). With the known solution for y(f) this gives us: 

e’(ri+n+E(r)(~,(I)-d,(p-u~)-u:~,u,y~-”’~~-’)) = 0 

Define 

J 

.I 
N,(r) = ~,(rr)tlfr-o~(p-o,)(T-1)~yu~r,u~ 1-e ri,17-” /cc, 

I ( > 

,Lf,(fl)dff -o:p-yo:r,o, 

Then E(I) 

As m equation (4.2.7) we find that this can also be written as: T e(r) = 7c J r exp 
Yo:elor -c&(7-?) 

---e 
1 pe-a,(T-rj 

I a, ( )I 

xEp [exp(-lTr(u)du) $j 1 $1 dT 

If y < 0 and o:el > 0 then &(t) is greater than the expression in equation (4.2.7). The 
role of the term exp --yo:e~o,e-~~i~-‘) is not entirely clear. 
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Previously we considered the case where y = 0. It followed that 8(f) could be inter- 
preted as the market value of the future contributions. If y # 0 we lose this simple 
interpretation. 

Recall that: 

p(r,y.r) = e~C’-‘(o,-~~(r)o,~,)+e~C’-‘o,+(l-B~-8~)C’-’p 
where 0~ = Cjs(f.p,r) 

If we assume that d,(r) IS constant and equal to y/P, then we have: 

Hence 

?‘+E(f) 

= gp-P.4d+&-&c’-‘P 
where pi = c’-‘(os-d&)o,r’) 

PA zz po, 

Now y(r) increases to y as f increases to 7. Thus, lower risk assets are shifted from 
portiol~o A (pn = C’ ‘0,) into portfolio B (~6 = C’.’ (0, -yo,rt/p) ). By time 7‘. 
there are no investments remaimng in portfoho A (as proved in Corollary 1.7.3). This 
gives the most tangible difference between the present case and the case where we are 
funding for cash (y = 0). On the other hand, the proportion of the excess over -E(I) 
invested in the risky portfolio C (pc = C’-‘p) does not depend on either time or y. 
None of the investment proportions depend upon r. This arises, in the present work, 
for two reasons. First, the r(T) components in the salary and asset parts of the model 
cancel out. Second, the choice of a power utility function produces a similar lack ot 
dependence upon t and v as arises in simpler optimisation problems (for example, see 
Merton, 1990). 
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4.4 Further comment 

If v, > 0. then there is non-hedgeable salary risk. With a power utihty function. which 

takes the value minus infinity for negative values of v.we need to ensure that the fund 
size stays positive at all ttmes. To do this, we need to ensure that the propclrriorzs of the 

fund held in each asset are bounded in some neighbourhood of zero. 

Further investigation shows that, with ‘II = 0 and v, > 0, we still retain the power form 

of the solution (equation 4.1.1) when E(f) = 0. This suggests the following outcome in 
problems with non-zero payment streams. Suppose we replace the salary-related and 
non-hedgeable contribution stream ns(t) by a related, possibly stochastic, contribution 

stream C(t) which is hedgeable (for example, if assets include index-linked bonds and 
if C(r) is linked to the same index). Suppose also that final salary is the product of a 

hedgeable component and a component which is independent of asset returns. Then the 
independent component will separate out in a power utility problem and have no effect 
on the optimisation procedure. In combination with the hedegable contribution stream 

C(r) the observation for n = 0 suggests that this new model will retain the power form 
of the solution (equation 4.1.1). 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper we have extended the recent work of Boulier et nl. (1999) and Deelstra rt 
ctl. (1999) in a number of ways: 

l We consider a general one-factor diffusion model for Interest rates rather than the 
Vasicek or Cox-Ingersoll-Ross models. 

l We place no restriction on the number of risky assets. 

l Salary growth is random and contains a non-hedgeable element. 

l The terminal utility function can be a function of the terminal fund value in salary 
units and of the risk-free mterest rate at that time. In particular. we took it to be a 

function of the pension purchased at retirement as a proportion of final salary. 

With this structure we are able to prove some general results using the Bellman equa- 

tion. In particular: 

l the optimal portfolio is composed of a time-dependent mixture of just three por- 
folios (p,?, p/j and pc) which are themselves constant over time: 

l the optimal utility depends only upon the market prices of risk and not, in addi- 
tion, on the particular range of assets available; 
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l the low risk component of the total fund gradually shifts from low-risk cash in- 
vestments into assets that match the future pension liability. (This result is similar 
tn some respects to a result derived in Blake (1998)) 

Wtth more restrictive assumpttons and the spectal case of power utility, we were able 

to establtsh more specttic results: in parttcular, ctrcumstances under whtch the power- 
utility structure is preserved through time. “‘e found that the dependence of the utility 
function upon the replacement ratto rather than the cash value of the fund at retirement 
leads to an optimal asset-allocation strategy that IS similar m some respects to that 

denved by Boulier et (I/. (1999) and Deelstra rt CL/. (1999) (In particular, the stable 
Investment proportion in risky assets) but qutilitattvely dtfferent in other respects (e.g.. 
a shift from low-risk cash assets towards liability-matching assets). 

The model considered here did not include any form of minimum guaranteed benefits. 
However, the main results m this paper should extend to problems involvtng guarantees 

wtth utility measured as a function of the excess pension benefit as a proportion of final 

salary. 
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